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More people are creating audio     content

Music

Podcasts

Short-form content

Sound for Video

��
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Producing high quality audio requires expertise

Demand for high quality audio 
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Can we learn to produce recordings directly data?

Recordings



Goals

1. What is mixing and what should we consider for automix systems?

2. Framework for understanding and designing automix systems

3. Technical understanding of two deep learning automix models

4. How to implement, train, and evaluate these models

5. Ideas for future research directions 
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https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial

Book

https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial


Audio Engineering
Part 1

Marco A. Martínez-Ramírez 

Gary Bromham
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UxEaHfqAvI


Music 
Production

Music production is a multi-dimensional creative process

It defines the life cycle of a piece of music

- Composition
- Recording
- Editing
- Mixing
- Mastering
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Mixing
Audio mixing is the process of blending multitrack 
recordings

- Technical considerations together with creative, 
artistic or aesthetic decisions

Achieved with audio effects

- Gain
- Panning
- Equalization (EQ)
- Dynamic range compression (DRC)
- Artificial reverberation
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0iLbz6317E


Audio effects are widely used

- Music
- Live performances
- Podcasts
- Films
- Games

To manipulate sounds

- Dynamics
- Frequency content
- Spatialisation
- Timbre
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Effect units can be applied as 
send or insert effects
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Panning
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Stereo panning is the positioning of sound 
sources using gain amplitude techniques that 
create azimuthal cues from mono sources



Panning
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- Implemented according to specific panning laws which operate within a π/2 range

- Left and right speakers are at 0 and π/2, respectively

- The range of the panning value θ is defined as θ ∈ [0, π/2]

Panning laws

- Linear panning

- Constant power panning

- -4.5 dB panning



Panning laws
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Linear panning

- The gains of the left and right channels, L(θ) and R(θ), sum to 1

Constant power panning

- The total power remains constant across all panning positions; 

-4.5 dB panning 

- Motivated for equal loudness panning, it is the square root of the 
product of the linear and constant power laws



Panning laws
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Equalization
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EQ is the process of altering or adjusting the 
amplitude of various frequencies of a sound

It is used for many reasons, such as a 

- Corrective filter to reduce masking 

- Creative tool to shape harmonic and 
timbral characteristics



Equalization
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- Implemented via a filter bank whose coefficients are obtained from the designed 
cut-off frequency fc and quality factor Q

- The filter bank consists of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Infinite Impulse 
Response (IIR) filters, whose discrete difference equation is respectively:

- Where ak and bk correspond to the M filter coefficients



Filter types
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Lowpass

Highpass

Bandpass 

Shelving

Peaking



Compression
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Compression is a nonlinear audio effect that 
is generally used to control the dynamic
range of a sound

Extensively used by musicians and sound 
engineers



Nonlinear audio effects
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- Nonlinear signal processing systems that add harmonic or inharmonic frequency 
components that are not present in the input signal

- This is known as a harmonic and intermodulation distortion

- Based on short term and long-term memory capabilities:

- Dynamic range processors (DRC) such as compressors or limiters

- Distortion effects such as tube amplifiers, fuzz distortion



Dynamic range processors
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- The main purpose is to change the variation in volume of the incoming audio

- Apply a time-varying gain, which depends on an envelope follower along and 
waveshaping nonlinearity

- This distorts the shape of the incoming waveform

- Long-term memory: the output depends on the current and previous samples

Parameters

- Threshold
- Ratio
- Attack and release times
- knee



DRC types
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Limiter

Noise Gate

Compressor

Expander



DRC types
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Multiband Compression

- Applies compression to selected frequency bands via a filter bank 

- Each band is individually compressed

Sidechaining Compression

- The compressor has an additional input ("side input")

- The compressor is activated when the level of the input or side input is above the 
threshold
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuIgIS2o-rU&t=220


Artificial Reverberation
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In the music and film industry, artificial reverberation was initially developed as a 
way of approximating acoustics of indoor spaces

This led to techniques that simulate reverberation, such as chamber, plate, spring 
and digital reverberators



Artificial Reverberation
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- It consists of frequency-dependent reflections of delayed and attenuated copies of 
the input or direct sound

- Each reflection is defined by the directivity of the sound source as well as the 
physical properties of the reflecting surfaces

- Reflections can be divided into: direct sound, early reflections and late reflections
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Artificial Reverberation
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- Most digital techniques emulate the perceptual traits of impulse responses 

- Reverberation is approximately linear and time-invariant

- Methods rely on digital filters, delay networks and convolution-based algorithms

- Types of artificial reverberation

- Comb and allpass filters
- Feedback delay networks
- Convolutional
- Electromechanical 

Artificial Reverberation



Artificial Reverberation
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Comb and allpass filters

- Comb filters add a delay version of the input
- Echoes that decay exponentially and are equally spaced in time: early reflections

- Allpass filters modify the phase relationships
- Increases the overall echo density: late reflections



Artificial Reverberation
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Convolutional

- Convolves the input signal with a recorded or estimated impulse response 

Electromechanical 

- Plate reverb is based on a large metal plate which vibrates due to a moving-coil transducer
- Sound travels faster in metal than in air–this increases the echo density

- Spring reverb is based on helical springs suspended under low tension. 
- Spring vibrations results in an unusual combination of wave and dispersive propagation



Questions



Automatic Mixing
Part 2

Christian J. Steinmetz



Dugan, 1975
38

https://www.aes.org/e-lib/browse.cfm?elib=2398
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1. Knowledge-based Systems
Gonzalez et al. 2007, De Man et al. 2013,

2. Classical ML-based Systems
Scott and Kim, 2011

3. Deep Learning-based Systems
Martinez Ramirez et al., 2021 and Steinmetz et al. 2020 

De Man et al., 2017

http://eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~josh/documents/2017/WIMP2017_DeManEtAl.pdf
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Knowledge-based
or Expert systems

Pro: Explainable decisions

Con: Often lacks sufficient complexity 

Design a set of rules based to create 
a mix based on analysis of the inputs.

A knowledge-engineered autonomous mixing system
Brecht De Man, Joshua D. Reiss AES 2013
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Machine Learning*

Pro: Greater model flexibility

Con: Requires data (parametric)

Learn to create a mix by leveraging 
parametric data collected from pros. 

*Approaches that use classical machine learning techniques
Analysis of acoustic features for automated multitrack mixing
Jeffrey J. Scott. Youngmoo E. Kim ISMIR 2011
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Can we learn to produce mixes directly from data?

Mixes

Deep Learning



Problem Formulation
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Direct Transformation Parameter Estimation
(Parameter Loss)

Parameter Estimation
(Audio Loss)



Direct Transformation
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Direct Transformation



Parameter Estimation
Parameter space loss
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Parameter Estimation
(Parameter Loss)



Parameter Estimation
Audio domain loss
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Parameter Estimation
(Audio Loss)
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Differentiable signal processing

Neural network

Signal processing

- Leveraging existing DSP tools and knowledge

- High quality audio processing with few artifacts

- Human understandable outputs that can be adjusted 

- Efficient and can easily run in real-time on CPU

Control parameters
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Differentiable signal processing

Non-differentiable

Discontinuous
(Discrete options)

Recursive operations

Backpropgation through 
the DSP is non-trivial



Techniques

1. Automatic differentiation (AD)
Engel et al. 2020

2. Neural proxies and hybrids (NP)
Steinmetz et al. 2020, Steinmetz et al. 2022

3. Numerical gradient approximation (NGA)
Martínez Ramírez et al. 2021
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 Automatic differentiation

Explicitly define signal 
processing operations in 
autodiff framework

Engel, Jesse, et al. "DDSP: Differentiable 
digital signal processing." ICLR (2021).
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White-box

Requires hacks or 
tricks for each DSP

Doesn’t work for all 
kinds of DSP



 Neural proxy

(1) Pretraining

Frozen DSP neural proxy

(2) Training

(3) Inference

Steinmetz, Christian J., et al. "Automatic multitrack mixing with a 
differentiable mixing console of neural audio effects." ICASSP, 2021.
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  Neural proxy hybrid

(3) Inference

(2) Training
Use original DSP during inference
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 Gradient approximation

Simultaneous perturbation stochastic 
approximation (SPSA)

Finite differences (FD)

Martínez Ramírez, Marco A., et al. "Differentiable signal 
processing with black-box audio effects." ICASSP, 2021.
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Considerations
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Interpretability

Controllability

Context

Input Taxonomy

Fidelity

Expressivity



Deep Learning Models
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Mix-Wave-U-Net Differentiable Mixing Console
Direct Transformation Parameter Estimation

“A Deep Learning Approach to Intelligent Drum Mixing with 
Wave-U-Net”, Martínez Ramírez et al. 2021

“Automatic Multitrack Mixing with a Differentiable Mixing 
Console of Neural Audio Effects”, Steinmetz et al. 2021



Mix-Wave-U-Net
Direct transformation
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Mix-Wave-U-Net
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Wave-U-Net
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Music source separation



Wave-U-Net
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Mix-Wave-U-Net
Downsampling block
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Mix-Wave-U-Net
Downsampling block
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Mix-Wave-U-Net
Upsampling block
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Mix-Wave-U-Net
Output layer
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Parameter estimation
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Encoder

Weight sharing
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Post-processor
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Transformation Network
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Gain + Panning (Proxy network is not used)

Gain + EQ + Compressor + Reverb + Panning Proxy network
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Proxy Networks
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Proxy Networks
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Differentiable Mixing Console
Proxy Networks



Loss functions
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(    ,    ) Time domain

(    ,    ) Frequency domain
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Stereo loss function
Loss function to encourage realistic mixes

Achieves invariance to stereo (left-right) orientation

L1 and L2 loss on stereo 
signals encourage panning 
all elements to the center.

Left Right

🎸GT

🎸
L1 = 1

L1 = 2 L1 = 0
Panning here is more 

perceptually similar but 
gives a higher L1 loss

🎸



74https://github.com/csteinmetz1/auraloss

https://github.com/csteinmetz1/auraloss


Questions



Break
(15min)



Implementation
Part 3

Soumya Sai Vanka



You can save your results and come 
back later if you click “Copy to Drive”



Inference
Link

https://colab.research.google.com/github/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit/blob/main/notebooks/01_inference.ipynb


Datasets
Link

https://colab.research.google.com/github/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit/blob/main/notebooks/02_datasets.ipynb


Models
Link

https://colab.research.google.com/github/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit/blob/main/notebooks/03_models.ipynb


Training
Link

https://colab.research.google.com/github/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit/blob/main/notebooks/04_training.ipynb


Questions



Evaluation
Part 4

Marco A. Martínez-Ramírez 
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Music mixing is inherently a creative process and 
therefore a highly subjective task 

It cannot be categorized as correct or incorrect

Evaluation
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There is not a single metric that will fully encompass 
the production quality of a generated mix

The use of a professional mix as the ground truth can 
be an indicator of performance

However, a mix that deviates from the ground truth is 
not always an aesthetically unpleasant or “bad” mix.

Evaluation
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- Objective evaluation of music production tasks remains an open field of research

- No audio feature, loss function or deep learning embedding have yet
been found that fully represent solely the mixing processing

- We can use audio features related to mixing audio effects as a way to numerically 
approximate the evaluation of mixes

Objective Metrics
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- Objective evaluation of music production tasks remains an open field of research

- No audio feature, loss function or deep learning embedding have yet
been found that fully represent solely the mixing processing

- We can use audio features related to mixing audio effects as a way to numerically 
approximate the evaluation of mixes

Shortcomings

- Cannot capture production quality or aesthetic improvements

- Cannot evidence artifacts within the mix

- Ill-posed problem; deviating from the ground truth does not always mean the mix is 
incorrect

Objective Metrics
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Spectral features
- EQ and reverberation
- Spectral centroid, bandwidth, contrast, flatness, and roll-off 

Spatialisation features
- Panning
- Panning Root Mean Square (RMS) 

Dynamic features 
- DRC 
- RMS level, dynamic spread and crest factor 

Loudness features 
- The integrated loudness level (LUFS) and peak loudness 

Audio Features



Evaluation
Link

https://colab.research.google.com/github/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit/blob/main/notebooks/05_evaluate.ipynb
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Perceptual listening tests have become the 
conventional way to evaluate these systems

There is no standardized test type or platform

We can design tests based on a set of best practices

Adjust them to the specific characteristics of the 
automatic mixing system

Listening Test
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Several design decisions must be taken into account

- Type of test

- Number of stimuli 

- Duration of the stimuli

- Criteria to be rated

- Requirements for the participants

- Listening environment

Listening Test
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Preferable to have participants with experience in 
music mixing, or at least music making or critical 
listening activities

Participants without such experience are likely to 
not perceive production differences between 
mixes

Participants 
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The preferable listening setup is a listening 
room with professional monitors and sound 
installation

If this is not available, the use of high-quality 
headphones is preferred

Take into account headphones stereo image 
effect ("inside the head")

Listening Environment
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- Multi-stimuli tests are often preferred over pairwise or single stimulus tests

- It is preferable for Participants to focus on the contrasting mix properties between mixes

- Pairwise tests are less reliable and discriminatory when the number of mixes to be 
compared increases

Types of test
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- Most common types of multi-stimuli test:

- Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) test 
(ITU-R, 2015)

- Audio Perceptual Evaluation (APE) test 
(De Man and Reiss, 2014)

Types of test
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- Initially designed for measuring the perceptual quality of audio codecs

- Design constraints represent several limitations when evaluating music mixes

MUSHRA
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- Initially designed for measuring the perceptual quality of audio codecs

- Design constraints represent several limitations when evaluating music mixes

Professional human-made mix as reference can be problematic

- Not always rated highly
- Not recommended when the stimuli can outperform the hidden anchor
- Mixes are often not tested for their similarity to a reference mix

MUSHRA
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Low and mid anchors

- When participants are experts, it might have a negative impact on the test results

- Compresses the ratings of the other stimuli 

- Distracts participants from focusing on the contrastive differences within the mixtures

- Not using anchors decreases the number of stimuli, thus, reducing listening time

MUSHRA
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Low and mid anchors

- When participants are experts, it might have a negative impact on the test results

- Compresses the ratings of the other stimuli 

- Distracts participants from focusing on the contrastive differences within the mixtures

- Not using anchors decreases the number of stimuli, thus, reducing listening time

- If participants are not experts, the use of low and mid anchors can be beneficial

MUSHRA
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Duration stimuli

- MUSHRA method recommends using stimuli of less than 12 seconds

- Experts consider this duration to be too short to adequately assess quality within a set of 
mixtures

MUSHRA
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In general, it is not recommended to fully follow the MUSHRA methodology, however, this 
method could be further modified to fit the specific needs of this task

MUSHRA
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MUSHRA

MUSHRA test implemented with webMUSHRA (Schoeffler et al., 2018)
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As an alternative for multi-stimuli testing (De Man and Reiss, 2014)

- All the stimuli are placed under the same continuous horizontal line, thus allowing an 
instant visualization of the ratings

- The use of reference and anchor is optional as well as the maximum length of the stimuli

APE

APE test from Martínez-Ramírez et al. (2021a)
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- The most common is to ask participants to rate mixes according to their preference

- This encompasses both technical and subjective criteria

- Based on a scale from 0 to 1 or from 0 to 100

- With or without the use of semantic labels

Criteria
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For a more detailed and discriminatory perceptual ratings, the overall preference could be 
divided into:

- Production Value, Clarity and Excitement (Pestana and Reiss, 2014)

- Preference related to each audio effect, e.g. EQ, reverberation, panning, DRC and overall 
mixing

Criteria
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Production Value 

- Technical quality of the mix
- Subjective preferences related to the overall technical quality of the mix
- Considering all the audio mixing characteristics; such as dynamics, EQ, stereo image

Clarity

- Ability to differentiate musical sources
- This is entirely objective
- Corresponds to the perceived masking

Excitement 

- A non-technical subjective reaction to the mix
- Not related to an evaluation of quality, but to a more personal perception of novelty
- Considering engaging, intriguing or thought provoking aspects within the mix

Criteria
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Advice
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- Participants should be blind to the stimulus as much as possible. The contrary 
could lead to a negative bias towards fully automated generated mixes.

- Randomize the order of the stimuli and mixtures to be tested

- Participants with experience in mixing are preferable

- Conduct a pilot listening test

- Always write detailed instructions and, if possible, also provide verbal instructions

- Exclude participants if their total testing time is too short or if their results largely 
deviate

Advice
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- Participants should be blind to the stimulus as much as possible. The contrary 
could lead to a negative bias towards fully automated generated mixes.
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- Collect additional data, such as age, gender identity, years of mixing experience, 
and comments

- Keep the duration of the listening test under 45 minutes
- The max duration without listening fatigue affecting the results is 90 mins 

(Schatz et al., 2012)

- A training stage may be beneficial to participants

- To fully assess a mix, experts prefer segments between 25 and 60 seconds

- Do not use a reference unless is needed for the  specific mixing task 

- Low and mid anchors are not to be necessary if participants are experts

Advice
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- The number of stimuli per multi-stimulus test page must be less than 12 
(Stables et al., 2019)

- If labels are assigned to the rating scale, they must be properly defined and 
explained to the participants

- Participants prefer synchronized playback between stimuli

- Loudness normalize, since loudness should not influence the rated criteria (except 
for the cases where loudness is crucial to the criteria)

- Participants must limit the times they adjust the volume of their listening settings

- Professional speakers are preferred. Test exclusively with speakers or headphones, 
but not allow both listening configurations

Advice
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- The number of stimuli per multi-stimulus test page must be less than 12 
(Stables et al., 2019)

- If labels are assigned to the rating scale, they must be properly defined and 
explained to the participants

- Participants prefer synchronized playback between stimuli

- Loudness normalize, since loudness should not influence the rated criteria (except 
for the cases where loudness is crucial to the criteria)

- Participants must limit the times they adjust the volume of their listening settings

- Professional speakers are preferred. Test exclusively with speakers or 
headphones, but not allow both listening configurations

Advice
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Platforms for multi-stimuli tests

Platform Multi-stimuli test Features Usage

Web Audio Evaluation Tool
(Jillings et al., 2015)

-MUSHRA
-APE
-Discrete
-Reference is optional

-Training stage 
-Loudness normalization 
-Synchronized playback
-Randomization

-Requires server
-PHP support has not been 
updated
-Customization with effort

webMUSHRA 
(Schoeffler et al., 2018)

-MUSHRA -Training stage
-Fade-in/out 
-Synchronized playback
-Randomization

-Requires server
-Customization with effort

goListen
(Barry et al., 2021b)

-MUSHRA
-Reference is optional

-Synchronized playback
-Randomization

-Requires account
-Does not require server
-Customization with effort
-Ease-of-use
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Platforms

APE test implemented with the Web Audio Evaluation Tool. Test 
from Steinmetz et al., 2021c
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Platforms

APE test implemented with the Web Audio Evaluation Tool. Test from Martínez-Ramírez 
et al. (2022). For this test, dry stems were used as references. 
This is based on feedback from pilot tests and was proposed by the expert participants
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Platforms

MUSHRA test implemented with webMUSHRA (Schoeffler et al., 2018)
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Platforms

MUSHRA test implemented with goListen (Barry et al., 2021a)
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- Please open a listening test example at

https://golisten.ucd.ie/task/mushra-test/638b0c03d6a905906a2c4402

Listening Test Example

https://golisten.ucd.ie/task/mushra-test/638b0c03d6a905906a2c4402
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- Please open a listening test example at

https://golisten.ucd.ie/task/mushra-test/638b0c03d6a905906a2c4402

- Which mix is the best based on your preference ?

- Which one do you think is a human mix (if there is any) ?

- Can you find the low anchor ?

Listening Test Example

https://golisten.ucd.ie/task/mushra-test/638b0c03d6a905906a2c4402
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● Mix # 1 - (Koo et al., 2022a) - Music Mixing Style Transfer with reference from MUSDB18

● Mix # 2 - Mono mix

● Mix # 3 - Gary’s mix 

● Mix # 4 - DMC mix trained with MedleyDB - Gain and Panning 

● Mix # 5 - (Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2022) - Trained with MUSDB18

● Mix # 6 - (Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2022) - Trained with large dataset

Listening Test Example

https://jhtonykoo.github.io/MixingStyleTransfer/
https://marco-martinez-sony.github.io/FxNorm-automix/
https://marco-martinez-sony.github.io/FxNorm-automix/
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● Mix # 1 - (Koo et al., 2022a) - Music Mixing Style Transfer with reference from MUSDB18

● Mix # 2 - Mono mix

● Mix # 3 - Gary’s mix 

● Mix # 4 - DMC mix trained with MedleyDB - Gain and Panning 

● Mix # 5 - (Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2022) - Trained with MUSDB18

● Mix # 6 - (Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2022) - Trained with large dataset

Song: Isolate - Flare

Listening Test Example

https://jhtonykoo.github.io/MixingStyleTransfer/
https://marco-martinez-sony.github.io/FxNorm-automix/
https://marco-martinez-sony.github.io/FxNorm-automix/
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Objective Metrics

- Deep features such as the embedding output of the Fx encoder proposed in (Koo et al., 
2022a) could also be used as an indicator of similarity for mixing processing

- Leveraging on general purpose deep features related to audio perception, such as the 
Fréchet Audio Distance (Kilgour et al., 2019) can also be investigated

Explore limitations of the objective and subjective evaluation methods

- How can we measure whether the generated mixes have long-temporal coherence ?
- To measure mixing style coherence within different song elements such as verses, 

choruses

Future directions

https://jhtonykoo.github.io/MixingStyleTransfer/
https://jhtonykoo.github.io/MixingStyleTransfer/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.08466
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Differentiable Signal Processing

● Controlling audio effects using NN: 
○ Neural proxies
○ Gradient approximation methods 

● Implementing audio effects as differentiable effects (can be embedded into 
the neural network pipeline for training and backpropagation)
○ Neural network can learn to control audio effects
○ Implementations available for dynamic range compressor, EQ, Artificial 

reverberation, and distortion. 
○ Differentiable mixing console with the chain of differentiable effects
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Datasets

● Ideal: Creating large, annotated, high-quality, open-source multitrack datasets 

● Making the best use of what we already have: Can we use Source Separation 
datasets?
○ Recent work: (by Martinez et. al) uses pre-processing block for audio effect 

normalisation
○ Utilises source separation datasets for training automix models
○ Next steps: Train Source Separation models to not just separate tracks but 

also remove audio effects; generated dry stems could be used for remixing

https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.11428
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Generative models

So we should treat it as such.

Mixes
The mixing task is a one to many mapping...
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Weng, Lilian. (Jul 2021). What are diffusion models? Lil’Log.
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Audio Production Representations

wav2vec
Content
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Can we build audio reprs. that encode only audio production details?

Music Mixing Style Transfer: A Contrastive Learning Approach To Disentangle Audio Effects
Koo et al., arXiv, 2022 https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.02247

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.02247
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Takeaways

1. Mixing is a task that maps creative ideas and emotion to technical parameters

2. Approaches are often either direct transformation or parameter estimation

3. Evaluation remains challenging and we rely on well design listening tests

4. Many open questions and challenges with potentially fruitful outcomes



Resources
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automix-toolkit

https://github.com/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit

Star it on GitHub

Features coming soon
- Differentiable EQ & Compressor

- DataLoader for Mixing Secrets dataset

- More pretrained models (+32 tracks)

https://github.com/csteinmetz1/automix-toolkit


https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial

Book

https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial
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https://csteinmetz1.github.io/AutomaticMixingPapers

More works on automatic 
mixing research 

Searchable/filterable table of 
relevant papers and stats

https://csteinmetz1.github.io/AutomaticMixingPapers/


Discord Community
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https://discord.gg/tPNuUQzR

AI x Audio Engineering

https://discord.gg/tPNuUQzR
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Citation

@book{steinmetz2022automix,
    author = {Steinmetz, Christian J. and Vanka, Soumya Sai 

 and Martínez, Marco and Bromham, Gary},
    month = {December},
    publisher = {ISMIR},
    title = {Deep Learning for Automatic Mixing},
    year = 2022,
    url = {https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial},
}

On arXiv soon....
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https://dl4am.github.io/tutorial

